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Evacuation procedures
Adelaide House, King William Street

Fire action

Do not collect personal 
belongings

Do not use the lifts

Evacuate to Muster Point 3 under 
London Bridge

Do not return to the 
building until 

authorised

Sound the alarm

Leave the building by the nearest 
available exit
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Today’s presenters
Summary

Paul Blakeley, Executive Director, President & 

Chief Executive Officer

l 41 years of E&P experience, including over 20 

years at Talisman Energy

l Worked for Shell and Arco earlier in career

l BSc Geology

Dan Young, Executive Director & CFO

l 23 years experience in energy and natural 

resources finance and commercial roles

l Includes 13 years with J.P. Morgan’s energy 

IBC/M&A

l BComm, MBA, CA, CFA

Ha Nguyen, Group Commercial Manager

l 17 years of E&P and business development 

experience with BP and Talisman Energy

l Significant experience in operations, 

commercial, project evaluation, strategy and 

portfolio management

l BEcons, MComm

Henning Hoeyland, Group Subsurface Manager

l 19 years experience with Schlumberger and 

Talisman Energy, initially in the North Sea 

and more recently Southeast Asia and 

Australia

l BSc Petroleum Engineering, MSc Reservoir 

Engineering

Owen Hobbs, Australia & NZ Country Manager

l 35 years of E&P experience across Australasia

l Previously worked for Origin Energy and 

earlier Schlumberger, among others

l Earlier spent 5 years with the Royal New 

Zealand Navy as an Executive Branch officer
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Disclaimer & advisories
Disclaimer
You must read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the presentation of the information in this document any question-and-answer session that may follow, and any additional documents

handed out at the presentation (collectively, the "Presentation"). In viewing the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions and you represent that you are able to view this Presentation without
contravention of any legal or regulatory restrictions applicable to you.

Jadestone Energy Inc. (the “Company“, “Jadestone“, or “JSE“) has issued this presentation and has provided the information in the Presentation, which it does not purport to be comprehensive and which has not been fully

verified by the Company, or any of its employees. shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates. Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisors give, have given or

have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written
or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed to the fullest extent permitted by
applicable law. Accordingly, neither the Company, nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied,
contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness or correctness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or

misstatements (negligent or otherwise) or for any other communication, written or otherwise, made to anyone in, or supplied with, the Presentation to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

This Presentation is for information purposes only and should not be considered as the giving of investment, tax, legal or other advice or recommendation by the Company, or by any of its respective shareholders, directors,
officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute or form part of any invitation or inducement to engage in any investment activity nor shall it form a recommendation or inducement to or
form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities or any business or assets of the Company described herein in the United Kingdom, the United States

of America (“United States”) or any other jurisdiction. Neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of, or be relied in any connection with, any contract or investment decision or any commitment

whatsoever. The reader must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as
to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns and any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective
judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. Accordingly, neither the Company nor its shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates shall be liable for any direct,
indirect or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement or omission in, or supplied with, the Presentation or in any future communications in connection with the Company to the

fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

The information in the Presentation is made as of the date hereof and the Company undertakes no obligation to provide the reader with access to any additional information or to correct any inaccuracies herein which may
become apparent save as may be required by applicable law or the AIM Rules for Companies. This Presentation may not, except in compliance with any applicable exemption under applicable securities law, be taken or
transmitted into any jurisdiction or distributed to any person resident in any jurisdiction. The distribution of this Presentation in or to persons in a jurisdiction may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this

Presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

Statements contained in the Presentation describing documents and agreements are surmises only and such surmises are qualified in their entirety by reference to such documents and agreements. Past performance of the
Company or its shares cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance.

The content of the Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). Reliance on the Presentation for the purpose of

engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. Any person who is in any doubt about the subject matter to which the Presentation relates
should consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and other securities.

Forward looking statements and information 
This Presentation includes forward looking statements and information (collectively “forward looking statements”), within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities legislation, as well as other applicable international
securities laws. The forward looking statements contained in this Presentation are forward looking and not historical facts.

Some of the forward looking statements may be identified by statements that express, or involve discussions as to expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often, but not always,
through the use of phrases such as “will likely result”, “are expected to”, “will continue”, “is anticipated”, “is targeting”, “estimated”, “believe”, “intend”, “plan”, “guidance”, “objective”, “projection”, “aim”, “goals”, “target”,
“schedules”, and “outlook” or other similar expressions that are predictive or indicative of future events or the negative thereof.

All statements other than statements of historical facts included this Presentation, including without limitation, those regarding the Company’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for future

operations (including development plans and objectives relating to the Company’s business) are forward looking statements. In particular, forward looking statements in this Presentation include, but are not limited to
statements regarding: (a) oil and gas demand and pricing within Asia Pacific; (b) timing to complete the acquisition and transfer of Maari operatorship, the financial benefits of the acquisition of the Maari Project, the Company’s
operations and further acquisitions within New Zealand; (c) operational performance and costs, the timing and results of infill drilling, and further exploration and development activities related to Montara and Stag; (d) the timing
through design phase (FEED, FDP studies, GSAs) for Nam Du and U Minh; (e) projections for Nam Du and U Minh project sanction, first gas and pipeline capacity; (f) further exploration and development activities related to Nam

Du; (g) the close engagement with Pertamina and regulators on JSE’s participation in the Ogan Komering PSC and development of existing gas discoveries; (h) exploration drilling on the SC-56 block; (i) the impact of hedging

instruments; (j) timing and application of dividends; (k) projections on oil and gas production and cash flow; and (l) quantum of tax obligations . Because actual results or outcomes could differ materially from those expressed in
any forward looking statements, the reader should not place any reliance on any such forward looking statements.

By their nature, forward looking statements involve numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, and other factors which contribute to the possibility that the predicted outcomes will not

occur. Some of these risks, uncertainties and other factors are similar to those faced by other oil and gas companies and some are unique to Jadestone. If one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialise, or if any

underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Company's actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected.

In addition, statements relating to “reserves” and “resources” are deemed to be forward looking statements as they involve the implied assessment based on certain estimates and assumptions that the reserves or resources
described can be profitable produced in the future. There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of reserves and resources and in projecting future rates of production and the timing of development

expenditures. The total amount or timing of actual future production may vary from reserve, resource and production estimates.
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Advisories
Certain of the information in this Presentation is “financial outlook” as approved by the Company’s Board of Directors as at February 20, 2020 within the meaning of applicable securities laws. The purpose of this financial outlook is to provide readers with disclosure regarding

the Company’s reasonable expectations as to the anticipated results of its proposed business activities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. The forecast financial performance of the Company is not guaranteed. Readers are cautioned that

this financial outlook may not be appropriate for other purposes, and should not place undue reliance on the forward looking statements which are based on the current views of the Company on future events.

Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected by the forward looking statements presented in this Presentation are reasonable, the Company’s forward looking statements have been based on assumptions and factors concerning future events that may prove

to be inaccurate. Those assumptions and factors are based on information currently available to the Company about itself and the businesses in which it operates. Information used in developing forward looking statements has been acquired from various sources including

third party consultants, suppliers, regulators and other sources.

The Company’s AIM Admission Document, annual report and condensed consolidated audited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018, and other documents filed with securities regulatory authorities (accessible through the SEDAR website

www.sedar.com) describe risks, material assumptions and other factors that could influence actual results and are incorporated into the Presentation by reference.

Any forward looking statement speaks only as at the date on which this Presentation is made. The Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions, except as required by law, including section 5.8(2) of National Instrument

51-102, to any forward looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in the Company’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any statement is based.

New factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for management to predict all of such factors and to assess in advance the impact of each such factor on the Company’s business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results

to differ materially from those contained in any forward looking statement. The impact of any one factor on a particular forward looking statement is not determinable with certainty as such factors are dependent upon other factors, and the Company's course of action would

depend upon management’s assessment of the future considering all information available to it at the relevant time.

No profit forecasts
Nothing in this Presentation or in the documents referred to in it should be considered as a profit forecast. Past performance of the Company or its shares cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance.

Non-GAAP measures
This Presentation contains certain terms, including EBITDAX, after tax operating cashflow, and equity free cashflow which are non-GAAP financial measures which do not have a standardised meaning prescribed by IFRS. These non-GAAP financial measures are included

because management uses this information to analyse financial performance, efficiency and liquidity and it may be useful to investors on the same basis. EBITDAX is a non-GAAP measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or more meaningful than, “net

earnings (loss)” as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an indicator of financial performance. EBITDAX equals net earnings (loss) plus financial expenses (income), provisions for (recovery of) income taxes, and depletion, depreciation and amortisation and exploration

expense. After tax operating cashflow and equity free cashflow are after crown royalties and corporate taxes, and in the case of equity free cashflow, after capex. Both measures exclude estimated depletion, depreciation and amortisation and exploration expense. Equity free

cashflow is a non-GAAP measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or more meaningful than “Net increase in cash and cash equivalents’ as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an indicator of financial performance. Equity Free Cash is cash generated

from operations, less capital expenditure, and including debt financing. Equity free cashflow is presented to assist management and users of financial statements in analysing the financial performance of the business in its ability to generate cash by excluding all non-cash

elements. Because these non-GAAP financial measures do not have a standardised meaning prescribed by IFRS, they are unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by other companies and should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for measures

of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS.

Oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information 
The oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information in this Presentation has been prepared in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities and the Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook (the "COGE Handbook").

Terms related to resources classifications referred to in this document are based on definitions and guidelines in the COGE Handbook which are as follows.

A barrel of oil equivalent ("BOE") is determined by converting a volume of natural gas to barrels using the ratios of six thousand cubic feet ("Mcf") to one barrel. BOEs may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A BOE conversion ratio of 6 Mcf:1 BOE is based on an

energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Given that the value ratio based on the current price of oil as compared to natural gas is significantly different from the energy

equivalency of 6:1, utilising a conversion on a 6:1 basis may be misleading as an indication of value.

The technical information contained in this Presentation has been prepared in accordance with the March 2007 guidelines endorsed by the Society of Petroleum Engineers, World Petroleum Congress, American Association of Petroleum Geologists and Society of Petroleum

Evaluation Engineers Petroleum Resource Management System.

Henning Hoeyland of Jadestone Energy Inc., a Subsurface Manager with a Masters degree in Petroleum Engineering who is a member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers and who has been involved in the energy industry for more than 17 years, has read and approved the

technical disclosure in this Presentation.

The reserve figures in this Presentation in respect of the Maari Project are based on a reserves and resources audit prepared for the Company by ERC Equipose Ltd, an independent qualified reserves auditor, with an effective date of December 31, 2018 and based on real

(2019) oil prices for Brent crude of US$61, US$64, US$66, and US$67/bbl for 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022 beyond, respectively.

Overseas Jurisdictions
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States, its territories or possessions or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States, its territories or possessions. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken or

transmitted into Australia, Japan or the Republic of South Africa or to any securities analyst or other person in any of those jurisdictions. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of United States, Australian, Japanese or South African securities

law. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.

Presentation
Certain figures contained in this Presentation, including financial and oil and gas information, have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage change of the numbers contained in the Presentation may not conform exactly

with the total figure given. All currency is expressed in US dollars unless otherwise directed.

This document has been prepared in compliance with English Law and English courts will have exclusive jurisdiction over any disputes arising from or connected with this document.
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Agenda

Overview

Henning

Hoeyland
l Subsurface—a differentiated approach

l Overview, performance, ESG and outlook

l Development—moving into execution phase on Nam Du/U Minh

l Operations—optimising the performance of our producing assetsOwen Hobbs

Ha Nguyen

Paul Blakeley

l Finance—strong cashflow resiliency through a period of substantial growthDan Young

l Summary and Q&APaul Blakeley
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ESG framework
Our framework for sustainability

PExcellence in environmental 

management 

PReducing our energy and 

GHG emissions

PProviding energy to meet 

global demand in the most 

efficient & sustainable way

PMaximising use of existing 

infrastructure to reduce 

industry footprint

PContinuous improvement in 

ESG performance

Social and 
human capitalEnvironment

PExceptional occupational 

health and safety culture

PPromoting workplace 

diversity

PEngaged, supported and 

diverse workforce

P Improving our 

understanding of our impact 

on communities

PGrowing engagement and 

investment in our 

communities

PDemonstrating strong 

leadership

PPrioritising asset integrity 

and process safety

PCritical incident risk 

management

PExceptional regulatory 

management 

PExcellence in business 

ethics and transparency

PEconomic contribution to 

country economies 

Governance
and leadership

Ensuring the sustainability of our business is not just about what we do, 
but how we do it
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ESG overview

Sustainability at Jadestone 

l Asset/resource maximisation

l Most efficient use of existing infrastructure & facilities

l Extending field life creates a more sustainable business 

Sustainability is a core 
value

l Material matters mapped and reviewed

l 2019 sustainability report
ESG mapped

l ESG KPIs embedded alongside operational and financial metrics

l Measured and managed exactly the same

Accountability 
embedded

l Management of energy and GHG emissions

l Climate change working group 

l Equator principles 

l Task force on climate-related financial disclosure

ESG framework at work 
in business decisions 

A key feature of Jadestone’s contribution to a sustainable world is to ensure the 
most efficient use of existing infrastructure and the maximum recovery of reserves
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Group HSE performance
Key measures

TRIR = 12 month rolling average (lost time injuries + medical treatment injuries + 
restricted work cases) per 1,000,000hrs
1 Montara TRIR comprises a cut finger

HSE targets and goals Select reported metrics

Lost time injury rate Target Zero

Total recordable injury rate 
(TRIR)

Target Zero

Reportable environmental 
incidents

Target Zero

Regulatory enforcement 
action

Target Zero

Loss of Primary 
Containment (Tier 1)

Target Zero

Performance
standards

100% compliance

Stag Montara
ND/UM

(Since Jan 

2019)

TRIR Zero 9.91 Zero

Days since 
last LTI

2,660 1,345 420

Our aspiration is to push all key HSE measures to zero
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Jadestone’s performance culture

CEO performance 
agreement

Functional KPI’s
Country KPI’s

Individual KPI’s

Functional country
individual performance 

outcomes

CEO performance 
outcomes

Performance pay/
long term

incentive program

Board
sign off

Guidance to 
market

Board 
sign off

Annual results

Accountability 
& shareholder 

alignment

Accountability at all levels

l Hands-on leadership clearly articulate Jadestone values, goals and measurable priorities

l Business success relies on everyone pulling together – no passengers – challenging everything

l Accountability is pushed down to all levels in the hunt for value

l Clear alignment through performance cascade, to deliver superior results and shareholder alignment
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Talent retention and compensation strategy
Strong focus on performance delivery & alignment 

Competitive, and with strong shareholder alignment, rigorously assessed

l Base salary—benchmarked with industry at 50th percentile

l Benefits—pension, healthcare & group term life, for all employees

l Performance pay—must meet annual targets (aligned to CEO & corporate)

Fixed & variable cash 
compensation

l For key employees who materially impact our business

l Moving from share options to performance shares with 3 year cliff vest

Long-term incentive 
programme

l Top HSE delivery, production, cost efficiency & capital projectsOperational targets

l Total shareholder returns, sustainable funding/leverage & key IR metrics 
Create sustainable 
shareholder value

LTIP key performance objectives

l Strategic portfolio management & accretive inorganic growth

l Leadership excellence, clarity of financial information, top HR outcomes 

Per share accretive 
growth

Top quartile corporate 
governance

Three main elements of compensation
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Target
Weighting %

(indicative)
Outcome - %

Achieve 2020 Operations Targets:

• Maintain HSE Performance at Top Quartile

• Deliver Plan Capital Programs and Production Targets

• Deliver Work Programs and Improved Performance

30%

Environmental, Social, Governance:

• Reduce emissions, discharges & waste

• Lead in health & safety; engage workforce & stakeholders

• Leadership, risk management & excellence in ethics/transparency

20%

Deliver Per Share Accretive Growth in Asia Pacific:
• Maintain strategic focus

• Completer accretive new acquisitions

• Portfolio management

25%

Create Sustainable Shareholder Value:

• Total and relative shareholder return

• Maintain Sustainable Funding and Leverage

• Investor Relations

25%

Deliver continuous improvement in ESG performance -

Total 100%

Jadestone’s performance culture

Sample CEO performance agreement
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Asia Pacific region—the opportunity set

Maturing hydrocarbon region with significant running room; ideal for Jadestone

Reserves by water depth Reserves by company Reserves by maturity

35%

53%

4%

8%
13%

69%

15%

3%

12%

26%

42%

20%

Onshore

Deepwater

Shallow water

Ultra-deepwater

Majors & large IOCs

Independent E&Ps

NOCs

Other

Late life

Mid-life

Mature

Early stage

Undeveloped resources 

100bn 
boe

Improved recovery

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Inorganic growth

l Big oil’s upstream recycling

— Numerous asset 

opportunities

— ~$30b global disposal 

targets 2019-2021

l LNG remains a key theme

— Mid-life non core assets will 

be sold 

100bn 
boe

100bn 
boe

70bn 
boe

l ~5bn boe potential for each 5% 

improvement in recovery 

l Improved recovery enablers

— Reservoir management 

— Lifetime extension

— Drilling & well technology

— Platform technology

— Subsea technology

46%

13%

25%

3% 13%

Conventional LNGDeepwater

Unconventional Acid/sour gas
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Crude oil differentials to Dated Brent, US$/bbl

APAC is the world’s largest oil consumer APAC consumption vs production, mm bbls/d

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 2019

l 36% of global demand

l CAGR of 3% p.a. for the period 2008—2018

— vs. global demand growth 1%

l Regional production can only meet ~20% demand

APAC oil fundamentals

Overview

0

10

20

30

40

2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018

Consumption Productionmm bbls/d

IMO2020 observations

l All ships to reduce sulphur emissions from 3.5% to 
0.5% from January 1, 2020

— Investing in scrubbers, or shifting to high-value 
products (VLSFO, LNG)

l Gap in supply of VLSFO, to displace HSFO

— Sour heavy crudes lose core market

— Sweet heavy crudes in demand (more easily 
refined into low-sulphur fuels) -4

0

4

8

Feb 2019 Apr 2019 Jun 2019 Aug 2019 Oct 2019 Jan 2020

Tapis DubaiUS$/bbl
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0

5

10

15

Indonesia Malaysia Vietnam Singapore Thailand Phil ippines

2015A 2019A

2026E LNG import

0

5

10

15

20

2015 2019 2026 2031

Demand Supply

Increasing gas price with significant headroom, US$/mmbtu

Southeast Asia gas investment highlights Growth in domestic natural gas shortfall, bcf/d

Source: Wood Mackenzie
Countries include Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand

Source: Wood Mackenzie
Average gas price is the WACOG of all domestic gas, imported gas and LNG

LNG Import is Wood Mackenzie forecast, including transportation and regas

l High-growth, energy-hungry economies

l Natural gas volume demand CAGR of 2% p.a. for the 
period 2015—2030

— Roughly constant ratio of natural gas in the 
overall energy mix

l Domestic gas supplies forecast to decline at an 
average annual rate of 5% for the same period

— Gives rise to a growing supply gap

— c.2 bcf/d supply gap in 2019, rising to 15 bcf/d 
by 2030

l Increasing reliance on LNG imports, driving premium 
pricing for domestic supply

l Gas prices generally fixed and with pre-set escalation 
mechanisms

Southeast Asia gas fundamentals

Growing supply shortfall driving attractive pricing dynamics for producers

US$/mmbtu

bcf/d

10 bcf/d
15 bcf/d

2 bcf/d
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Jadestone’s strategic focus is unchanged
Leverage technical & commercial capabilities to maximise value

Unlock stalled projects. Reduce operating costs. Maximise production. 
Extend field life. Add value.

Acquire assets with production 

and/or discovered resources in 

APAC region

Realise additional value from 

existing producing assets, through 

superior operating capabilities, 

cost control and incremental brown 

field development

Move existing discoveries to 

production into APAC’s energy-

short markets

Add additional reserves and 

production volumes through 

additional low risk in-field and near-

field exploration and extending 

field/asset life

1

2

3

4
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0

600

May 2016 Jan 2020
0

600

May 2016 Jan 2020
0

1,250,000

May 2016 Jan 2020
0.00

1.00

May 2016 Jan 2020

0

200

May 2016 Dec 2019
-10

200

2016 2019

0

350

2016 2019

0

20,000

May 2016 Dec 2019

Jadestone today vs. Mitra 2016

Snapshot of three-year turnaround

Production Revenue1 Operating cashflow1,2 Headcount

Share price ADTV Equity value Enterprise value

US$mm US$mm

Montara
+ Stag

Number

Offshore

Onshore

bbls/d

Maari

pence/share Number US$mm US$mm

1 Unaudited; 2 Operating cashflow is ‘Operating Cash flows before movements in working capital’ as disclosed in the Group Consolidated Financial Statements.
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2019 at a glance

Montara bedded down, guidance met

ü 49H infill well at Stag, Q2

ü Group is net cash positive, Q2

ü RLWI + umbilical replacement at Montara, Q3

ü Transfer of Montara operatorship, Q3

ü Final ND/UM FDP submission, Q4

ü £0.70 share price, doubling the Aug 2018 fundraising price, Q4

ü Acquisition of Maari, Q4

ü Market cap reaches US$500mm, Q4

ü Montara acquisition payback, Q4

Select major 2019 milestonesGuidance

P
ro

d
u

c
ti

o
n

, 
b

b
ls

/d
M

a
jo

r 
s

p
e

n
d

1
, 
U

S
$

m
m

O
p

e
x

2
, 
U

S
$

/b
b

l

15,00012,000

14,500

13,500

9537

81

66

2616

24

21

◼ Guidance range ◼ Actual
1 Unaudited result. Characterised as “major spend” as it included large abnormal opex, including work associated with a large portion of riserless light well intervention programme
2 Equals Production Cost less expenses management deems to be exceptional or non-recurring, such as non-routine maintenance items and Stag’s well workover costs.
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Reserves/resources by asset

l Maari adds 4,000 – 4,500 bbls/d and 13.9mm bbls 2P 
reserves

l Fully-funded near-term value catalysts

— Development of high-margin Vietnam gas

— Infill drilling at Stag and Montara in 2020

— Production enhancement at Maari in 2020

l Ongoing value accretive regional M&A in 2020 and beyond

Jadestone Energy—updated portfolio overview
Building a balanced, low risk, full cycle portfolio

Asset Country W.I. (%)
2P1

(mm bbls)
2C2

(mm boe)
Production (net WI) / status

Maari 69% 13.9 -- 4,000—4,500 bbls/d

Montara 100% 26.6 --
13,531 bbls/d production in 

2019
Stag 100% 16.2 2.7

OK3 --
Reserves estimated 

with new PSC3

c.1.4 mboe/d 
(at March 2018)

Nam Du
(Block 46/07)

100% -- 17.9 Sanction Q1 2020

U Minh
(Block 51)

100% -- 12.3 Sanction Q1 2020

Tho Chu
(Block 51)

100%4 -- 63.7
Suspended development 

awaiting ullage

SC56 25%5 -- 21.0 Subject to further appraisal

Comments

Key assets location

51

46/07

SC56

Ogan Komering3

Stag

INDONESIA

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

AUSTRALIA

Gulf of 

Thailand

Celebes Sea

Timor Sea

Montara

1 Maari based on 2P reserves audit by ERCE.  Montara and Stag based on a reserves 
and resources report prepared for the Company by ERCE as of Dec 31, 2018
2 2C resources per ERCE CPR (as at Dec 31, 2017)
3 Anticipate to re-enter the PSC for up to a 40% working interest
4 Before back-in right of 3%
5 Expires September 1, 2020

NEW ZEALAND

Maari

Expired, looking to re-enter license

Producing Development Exploration/appraisal

Acquisition expected to close in H2 2020
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Maari asset acquisition
Strong acquisition metrics, quick payback, significant reservoir upside

l 69% operated interest in two producing oil fields

l Headline cash consideration of US$50mm

— Economic effective date of Jan 1, 2019

— Oil price contingent payments of up to US$3.6mm in 2020/2021

l Key acquisition highlights, net to Jadestone

— Current production 4,000—4,500 bbls/d

— 2P reserves 13.9mm bbls1

— 2P NPV10 of US$180mm1

— Unlevered IRR of 100%

— ~50% if all abex is assumed as a cash outflow on day one2

— Significant value creation opportunity beyond 2P, through 
further reservoir development

— Strongly accretive on all metrics

l Expected to close H2 2020

— Funded from cash on hand

— Subject to customary approvals3

Transaction overview

1 Based on a reserves audit prepared for the Company by ERCE, an independent qualified reserves auditor, with an effective date of December 31, 2018 and incorporating ERCE’s current oil price assumption 
deck (2019 real Brent crude oil prices of US$61/bbl, US$64/bbl, US$66/bbl, and US$67/bbl for 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022 and beyond, respectively), and prepared in compliance with the COGE Handbook
2 IRRs based on 2P ERCE certified case.  Circa 50% unlevered IRR based on all future estimated abandonment expenditure discounted back to day one at 2.5%
3 Requires NZ Government and partner consents relating to operatorship, title transfer, and other customary conditions

(4)
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Nam Du/U Minh gas development

Sanction expected this quarter

Location and development conceptOverview

l High quality channel sands reservoirs

l 171bcf 2C resources, plus further ~31bcf from Nam Du 
South

l Two unmanned WHPs, two wells per field, and leased 
FPSO

l Gas sales to existing Ca Mau power/fertiliser complex

— Backfill gas for declining PM3

— DCQ sales gas 80mmcf/d

l Each Nam Du well can deliver full DCQ to ensure 
security of supply, until U Minh on stream

l First gas from Nam Du Q4 2021.  U Minh on stream 2023

l Steady predictable cashflow, free from oil price volatility

l Supports high socio-economic growth in southern 
Vietnam

— Reduce reliance on coal fired generation

l Upside opportunities to extend field life

l Hub to potentially develop other nearby discovered 
resources

P
M

-3 P
ipeline
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Inorganic growth
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Inorganic growth principlesRecent press

l Disciplined geographic envelope

l Consistent with strategy

l Strict financial criteria

— Accretive

— Returns and payback

— Test economics for mid-
life assets with abex as 
upfront cash out

— Discovered resources 
must be capable of 

commercialisation within 3 
years 

l Maintain balance sheet flexibility 

As anticipated, Jadestone’s potential opportunity set continues to grow
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Other major initiatives
Overview

Board
l Lisa Stewart, petroleum engineer, joined December

l 30+ years in the international upstream industry, including Apache and El Paso E&P

Senior bank 
debt

l RBL enlarged and extended

l US$200mm commitment, with additional US$100mm accordion

l Bank group enlarged to six banks, plus a number of other borrower improvements

l TSX-V listing has only ~2% of trading volume

l To be dropped as part of broader UK realignment
TSX-V listing

Hedging
l Capped swap in place until end Q3 2020, averaged realisation on swapped barrels ~US$76/bbl

— Includes current Montara premium of ~US$7.40/bbl

Dividends
l 2020 dividend guidance of US$7.5—12.5mm

l Won’t sacrifice organic reinvestment and inorganic growth optionality
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Group production outlook

5 year outlook

Production in excess of 30 mboe/d from current portfolio by 2022

Vietnam gas in a PSC fiscal structure complements Australasian business

0

10

20

30

40

2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E

Australia New Zealand Vietnam Organic growth + M&A

mboe/d

1 Jadestone 2019YE reserve profiles currently under audit by independent auditor
2 Based on 2P reserves audit by ERCE, subject to completion expected H2 2020
3 Management profiles consistent with ERCE 2C volumes, subject to sanction expected this quarter
4 Jadestone management estimates, indicative only

1 12 3 4
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Group equity free cashflow outlook
Group cashflow grows dramatically following ND first gas

Group equity free cashflow evolution1

The business is cashflow resilient at US$50/bbl or lower, 
despite a heavy discretionary capex period

0

250

500

 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E

2019A US$50/bbl US$60/bbl US$70/bbl

Significant Capital - ND/UM & Infill drilling

US$mm

Group closing 
cash, Dec 

2019

1 Gross equity free cashflow (before dividends), which is the increase in cash and cash equivalents
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Agenda

Overview

Henning
Hoeyland

l Subsurface—a differentiated approach

l Performance, overview and outlook

l Development—moving into execution phase on Nam Du/U Minh

l Operations—optimising the performance of our producing assetsOwen Hobbs

Ha Nguyen

Paul Blakeley

l Finance—strong cashflow resiliency through a period of substantial growthDan Young

l Summary and Q&APaul Blakeley
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l Input stage is a siloed approach by discipline

l Goal is to capture global uncertainty by discipline

l Fit-for-purpose greenfield workflow 

l Input stage is highly interactive 

l Focus on performance data to better understand 
reservoir and it’s remaining local uncertainty 

l Fit-for-purpose workflow, based on expertise in a 
midlife field

Greenfield workflow Midlife field workflow

Subsurface workflow example

Fit for purpose workflow is essential

Geology Geophysics Petrophysics Engineering

Model

Performance
data

Geology

PetrophysicsEngineering

Model

Performance
data

Geophysics
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Stag subsurface overview

Low decline stable oil production

l Original oil in place ~175mm bbls, 
gross production 67mm bbls, 
recovery factor 38%

l Medium heavy oil

l Good reservoir quality, at depth of 

680 mSS

l Expected recovery factor ~47%

l Low decline rate <10%, stable oil 
production

l 12 active oil producers and 2 water 

injectors

Stag field production history, bbls/d
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Stag 49H infill reservoir results

First infill well on Stag in 6 years

~200m with a 6m oil column

Blank pipe to
1,830m MD

~225m with a 7-8m oil columnPredicted, partial swept area

l Initial oil rate of 1,400 bbls/d met pre-drill expectation

l Expected reserves ~1.2mm bbls in line with pre-drill expectation

l Encouraging production performance to date

l Well result confirmed predicted early swept area and overall oil column thickness

l Thicker un-swept oil column (toe section) compensated additional small swept area (mid section)

Results from first infill well on Stag in 6 years met or exceeded expectations

Well results met or exceeded pre-drill expectations
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l Identified 5 
potential locations 
for infill targets 

— 4 producers 

— 1 water injector

l ST-49H 
successfully drilled 
in May 2019 

l Future infill drilling 
to be optimised 

with donor well 
availability in mind

l Investments 
intended to 
optimise recovery

Stag future development

Optimising development plan with infill targets and donor wells pairing

ST-12H

ST-45H

ST-37H

ST-48H
ST-25HST-44H

ST-38H

ST-36H

ST-43H

ST-21H

ST-17H

ST-18H

ST-40H

ST-32H

ST-49H

A

B ST-15H

C

Remaining Oil Map @ 01.01.2031

Active producers Abandoned producers Water injectors Abandoned injectors

Stag reservoir still has running room for further infill drilling
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Base 50H 51H 52H 53H

bopd

Stag production profile

Four firm infill wells included in 2P reserves

2P 
reserves 
life: 2035

Stable production maintained through ongoing infill drilling

1 Based on Jadestone 2019YE reserve profiles currently under audit by third party independent auditor

Production profile1 including 4 infill producers1, 100% net to Jadestone, oil bbls/d
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Montara subsurface overview
Excellent reservoirs with high productivity

l Light oil

l Great reservoir quality (>1,000mD)

l Strong regional aquifer giving excellent pressure 
support

l Montara field – thin oil rim with large gas cap and gas re-

injection

l Skua, Swift and Swallow – crestal producers and 
excellent water sweep

l Expected recovery factors are very high

l 9 producers (4 on WHP and 5 subsea) and 1 gas injector

0

20,000

40,000

60,000

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Oil rate

Water rate

bbls/d

Montara asset production history, bbls/d
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Montara field overview

Infill well planned in thin oil rim to improve drainage close to bounding fault

Montara reservoir facts

l Large gas cap with strong water drive 
from regional aquifer

— 1 gas injector to assist gas cap 
expansion

— 4 horizontal oil producers

l Monitoring GOR and controlling 
withdrawal rates to manage gas cap and 
water contact movement

l H6  horizontal infill oil producer targets 
undrained oil near the West bounding 
fault

— Incremental reserves ~1.8mm bbls

— Initial oil rate 3,000 bbls/d

H4

H3

H2

H5

Proposed H6

TOP CYCLE IV 

STRUCTURAL DEPTH MAP

aquifer

G2

M-3

M-1

M-2

Cross-section along proposed H6 infill well

Development opportunity

H4

H3

H2

H5

Proposed H6

TOP CYCLE IV 

STRUCTURAL DEPTH MAP

aquifer

G2

M-3

M-1

M-2
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Skua field overview

Crestal infill wells targeting remaining oil left between producers

l Strong water drive from regional aquifer

l Initially developed by 3 vertical oil producers (1991 –
1997)

l Redeveloped with 2 horizontal oil producers in 2013

l Horizonal infill wells located crestally

l Skua-12 infill targeting area between existing Skua-10 & 
Skua-11 producers

— Incremental reserves 1.5-2.0mm bbls

— Initial oil rate 4,000 bbls/d

l Skua-13 infill targeting oil undrained by abandoned 
Skua-4 vertical producer

— Incremental reserves ~1.5-2.0mm bbls

— Initial oil rate 4,000 bbls/d

— Moved into 2P at 2019YE

l Skua-14 infill being evaluated

Skua-08

Skua-03

Skua-09st1

Skua-04

Skua-07

Skua-06

Skua-05

Skua-11

Skua-10

Skua-12

Skua-13

Skua-14

BASE CRETACEOUS STRUCTURE 

DEPTH MAP

aquifer

aquifer

A

A’

OWC

Skua-12
Oil saturation @ 01.07.2020

Abandoned OP 

Active OP

Planned infill OP

A A’

Skua reservoir facts

Development opportunity
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Base H6 Skua Infills Further potential

bopd

Montara production profile

3 infill wells included in 2P and more opportunities being evaluated

2P 
reserves 
life: 2032

Production maintained for next 3 years through infill drilling with 
further opportunities being worked for 2023 onwards

1 Based on Jadestone 2019YE reserve profiles currently under audit by third party independent auditor
2 Further potential are based on Jadestone management estimates

Production profile1 including further potential2, 100% net to Jadestone, bbls/d
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Further growth opportunities for Montara
Both discovered resources and exploration upside available

New 3D broadband seismic acquired Q1 2020
Will allow better imaging of existing discovered resource and nearby exploration
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Maari and Manaia oil fields
Subsurface summary

l Offshore Taranaki basin, 80km from shore

l 4-way inversion anticline structures

l Mid Miocene Moki turbidite reservoirs (at ~1,300mSS) and 
Eocene Mangahewa fluvial reservoirs (at ~2,000mSS)

l 4 E&A wells in Maari and 2 E&A wells in Manaia

l Fields are fully covered by 3D and recently reprocessed

Maari

Manaia
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Maari and Manaia oil fields
Discovery and development history

Seq 0

Moki

Mangahewa

Source: Horizon Oil FY19 Results

0

10

20

30

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Oil rate

Water rate

2nd phase 
development 

(2014 - 2015)

Discovery 

Early development

Manaia field 
(1970) Maari field 

(1983)

First oil 
(Feb 2009)

Maari Moki: 5 producers1, 3 inj.2

Maari Sequence 0: 1 producer

Manaia Mangahewa: 1 producer

Additional 
producers

Pressure 
support for 
Maari Moki

Producer converted to 

injector (MR1 & MR5)

Maari Moki: 3 producers

Maari Mangahewa: 1 producer

1 horizontal oil producer, 2 deviated water injector

Maari Moki: 6 producers, 2 inj.

Maari Sequence 0: 1 producer

Maari Mangahewa: 1 producer

Manaia Mangahewa: 1 producer

Current 
status
(2019)

Manaia Moki
reservoir 

(2014)

Maari and Manaia field production history, mbbls/d
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Maari Moki reservoir
Further development upside in Maari Moki

l Original oil in place of ~150mm bbls

l Original development was not optimal for the reservoir

— Initial deviated water injectors were later given up 

— Horizontal oil producers were converted to injectors

l Reservoir pressure has depleted significantly 

l Stable oil rates with little water and low declines

l Optimise water injection

— Conversion of MR5 from producer 
to injector (Completed, 2018)

— 2P includes one additional 
producer-to-injector well 

conversion

l Drill laterals

— 2P includes four coiled tubing 
drilled laterals 

— Expected recovery ~27%

— Further offtake and injection points 

may increase recovery to 30 - 35%

OIL PRODUCER

WATER INJECTOR

ABANDONED WATER 

INJECTOR

Maari Moki (producing)

Development opportunities
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Maari and Manaia oil fields
Further development upside

l Large oil in place (>70mm bbls) and poorer quality than 
other Maari reservoirs

l Sole horizontal well producing very stable rates, no water 
breakthrough so far

l 2P includes one coiled tubing drilled lateral 

l 2P recovery ~5%, further development >10%

l Original oil in place of 46mm bbls

l Sole horizontal producer is not draining the reservoir 
effectively due to vertical baffles

l 2P includes no further activities

l 2P recovery ~17%, further development >25%

l Potentially very large oil in place of up to 300mm bbls,  
shallower reservoir

l Remaining uncertainty in both volume and potential flow 
rates

l Further technical work and de-risking required

Maari Sequence 0 (producing)

Manaia Mangahewa (producing)

Manaia Moki (un-developed)
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No further activity 2P act ivities Upside

bopd

Maari production profile—first five years
Significant near-term production adds beyond the 2P reserves case

Maari production profile including upside1,2, 69% net to Jadestone, bbls/d

2P production profile extends to 2031
Maari and Manaia upsides add production, can extend technical field life to 2038

Excludes additional potential from undeveloped Manaia Moki reservoir

1 Based on 2P reserves audit by ERCE
2 Upside profile is based on Jadestone management estimates

2P reserves + 
Maari and 

Manaia upside 
technical 

cutoff: 2038

2P 
reserves 
life: 2031
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Vietnam subsurface overview

Driven by world class seismic

l Three gas discoveries. Two 
of them, Nam Du & U Minh 
selected for initial 
development

l Reservoir depth 

~1,300m tvdss in Nam Du 
~1,600m tvdss in U Minh

l Excellent reservoir quality

l Low CO2 (~2-3%) gas

l Uncertainty and risk 

manageable due to world 
class seismic response in 
Malay basin

l Follow-on potential

— Tho Chu higher CO2

development

— Additional nearby 
prospects

Initial development: two shallow, low CO2 gas discoveries
Plenty of resource potential for follow-on development
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Block 46/07: Nam Du discovered gas
H070 reservoir summary

ND-1X

FULLRAI Seismic cross-section along channel

A A’

Northern Fault BlockSouthern Fault Block

Block 46/07

Block 46/13

Mean FULLRAI seismic amplitude 

extraction overlaid on H070 top 

structural map (C.I = 10m)

ND-1X

A

A’

Block 45

Northern 

Fault 

Block

Southern 

Fault 

Block

H070

GWC

GWC

Proposed (North)

Development well

Proposed ND-2X/

Development well

H070

l Gas was discovered by ND-1X drilled in 2013 (20m net sand, 29% 
porosity)

l Shallow reservoir with low CO2

l Well defined meandering fluvial system

l Seismic clearly defines the channel boundary and gas extent

l Jadestone will drill the ND-2X appraisal / development well into the 
Southern fault block
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Block 51: further potential beyond U Minh discovery
Shallow low CO2 gas around U Minh

H-100 NE

H-100 (North), F-040a, H-050

F-040b

F-040c

H-060a, H-070a

H-060b, H-070b

H-070c
51-MH-1X

51-UM-1X

F-040

H-100 NE

H-060

Proposed development wells

Potential appraisal/exploration targets

Several shallow, low CO2 gas prospects around U Minh
Potential to add to the existing development to extend plateau
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Stag Base Montara Base Maari Base Stag Activities Montara Activities Maari Activit ies Nam Du U Minh Organic growth and M&A opportunities

mboe/d

Jadestone consolidated production profile

Growth to ~30 mboe/d by 2022

Production profile, based on current organic sources, mboe/d

Current 2P/2C shows 

clear line-of-sight to 
a c. 30mboe/d 

company by 2022

Additional growth 

from organic and 
M&A activity

Strong base production with incremental activities to deliver production growth

1 Jadestone 2019YE reserve profiles currently under audit by independent auditor
2 Based on 2P reserves audit by ERCE, subject to completion expected H2 2020
3 Management profiles consistent with ERCE 2C volumes, subject to sanction expected this quarter
4 Jadestone management estimates, indicative only

1 1 1 1 22 3 3 4
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Stag 2P
(2018YE)

Montara 2P
(2018YE)

2019
Production

Reserve
Add

2019YE Nam Du Maari
(1.1.2020)

Expected
2020

Production

Expected
2020YE 2P

U Minh ND
Southern
Channel

Tho Chu Other Resource
potential

Jadestone Group reserves & resources summary

A material opportunity set

Continued strong reserves growth through both development and acquisitions

1 Jadestone 2019YE reserve profiles currently under audit by independent auditor
2 Volumes are based on management profiles consistent with ERCE 2C volumes with subsequent economic cut-off applied, subject to sanction expected this quarter. U Minh includes life extension volumes from 

Nam Du
3 Based on 2P reserves audit by ERCE, subject to completion expected H2 2020
4 Volumes are based on management profiles consistent with ERCE prospective volumes with subsequent economic cut-off applied 
5 2C resources per ERCE CPR (as at Dec 31, 2017)
6 Includes Jadestone management estimates for Maari/Montara upside activities, Block 51 resource upside and ERCE 2C volumes for SC56

Jadestone reserves and resources, mm boe

1 2 2 5 6

mm boe

1 2 41 3
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Subsurface inorganic growth evaluations
Jadestone estimate vs seller estimate

Indo non-producing

Indo producing

Australia non-producing

Australia producing

Thailand non-producing

Thailand producing

Same 
reserves/ 
resource

Others non-producing

Others producing

Lower 
reserves/ 
resource

Higher 
reserves/ 
resource

Vietnam non-producing

Vietnam producing

NZ non-producing

NZ producing

Montara

Maari

Subsurface driven, disciplined approach to inorganic growth, focused on value add

2016 2017 2018 2019
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Agenda

Overview

Henning

Hoeyland
l Subsurface—a differentiated approach

l Performance, overview and outlook

l Development—moving into execution phase on Nam Du/U Minh

l Operations—optimising the performance of our producing assetsOwen Hobbs

Ha Nguyen

Paul Blakeley

l Finance—strong cashflow resiliency through a period of substantial growthDan Young

l Summary and Q&APaul Blakeley
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An established offshore operator
Substantial asset portfolio

Australia and New Zealand portfolio

Stag: Nov 2016 Montara: Sep 2018

Maari: Nov 2019 (announced)Montara WHP & support vessel

l Three producing operated 
assets

l Tier 1 regulatory regime

l Demonstrated capability 

— Transition of 

operations

— Asset rejuvenation

— Mid life asset 
operations

— Field life extension

l Experience, capability & 
functional support model

— Scalable

A portfolio of high quality assets, with significant upside potential
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Jadestone’s asset lifecycle model

Optimise/sustain growth and late life operations

Late Life 
Operations

Optimise / 
Sustain Growth

OperateTransitionAcquire

Continual challenge of cost and efficiency

Deliver safe & reliable barrels

Maximise asset potential

Reduce operating costs

Maximise reserves

Improve performance

Increase revenue

Due diligence

Asset evaluation

Upside identification

Transition management

Ops readiness

Assess value adds, 
costs & production

Develop & issue 
project charter

Define organisation

Ops risk assessment

Processes & standards

Debottleneck 
identification

Opex evaluation

Brownfield mods & 
upgrades

Production 
optimisation

Threats & opportunities

Troubleshooting & 
loss reporting

Production efficiency

Infill drilling

Development projects

Facilities rationalisation

Decom / COP strategy

Wells review

Decom planning

Decom costs review

Continuous review of operating costs and production optimisation
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Operational HSE performance

Zero lost time incidents across Stag and Montara in 2019

l Lifted all 8 regulatory enforcement notices under previous Montara operator

l Transferred Montara operatorship

l 9 regulatory inspections since acquisition

l Zero enforcement notices

Key recent regulatory activities

1 TRIR = 12 month rolling average (lost time injuries + medical 
treatment injuries + restricted work cases) per 1mm hours
2 Montara TRIR comprises a single cut finger

Select reported KPIs

TRIR1
Days since 

last LTI

Stag Zero 2,660

Montara 9.92 1,345

Total 4.3 N/A

Demonstrated safety performance and compliance  
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Stag update

l Northwest Shelf petroleum province/ 
Carnarvon Basin, shallow water

l Heavy sweet crude

— API 19⁰, sulphur 0.14%

— Strong premiums due to IMO 2020

l 12 electrical submersible pumps

l Separate leased storage tanker (FSO)

l 2019 average: 3,049 bbls/d

l 2019 exit: 3,895 bbls/d

Foundation asset acquired in 2016 that has underpinned business expansion

CommentsDevelopment overview

Mid life asset, reliable production, strengthening premiums
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1 Opex/bbl excludes workovers and abnormal repairs and maintenance but includes leases for quarter to quarter comparability

Increasing production and reducing opex1

Stag value addition

Improved platform availability

 1,000

 2,000

 3,000

 4,000

20

30

40

50

H1 17 H2 17 H1 18 H2 18 H1 19 H2 19 2020E

Cost, US$/bbl

bbls/d

Optimising operations

l Well 12H pre-emptive workover 
increasing efficiency

l Initial low pressure mode trial 

l 49H infill well

l Shutdown frequency changed from 

one to two years

Production Increase

l US$500k/well workover cost reduction 
through improved execution

l US$1.5mm saving through change of 
pump supplier

l Manning efficiencies, reducing layers

l Logistics savings/synergies 

Opex reduction

US$/bbl bbls/d

Above-normal 
cyclone activity 

(Wallace & Veronica), 

49H infill well

Prior
operator

Jadestone as operator

Production, bbls/d
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Stag 2020 opex overview

FSO represents the highest single item of spend and the greatest opportunity

FSO l Step change options

Labour l Streamline management layers

Workovers
l Increase efficiency of workovers

l Fully transition to Baker pumps

Logistics l Additional sharing opportunities

Major areas of opex focus

FSO Employee & labour

Contractors Well workovers

Repairs & maintenance Logistics

Insurance Other

Opex mix

Actively pursuing material value add and cost reduction drivers 
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Montara update

l Ashmore/Cartier Basin, 
shallow water

l Light sweet crude

— Blended API 39⁰, Sulphur 
0.07% 

l Owned FPSO

l Unmanned wellhead platform

l 4 producers + 1 injector on 
WHP, 5 subsea wells 

l 2019 average: 10,483 bbls/d

Mid life asset with significant growth potential

Transformational acquisition in 2018 adding significant value

CommentsDevelopment overview
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Montara—value is increased after acquisition
Consistent with Jadestone’s strategy of revitalising mid life assets

1 72% is the 2017 actual uptime including downtime due to unplanned, planned and weather events

Levers to unlock value (US$mm)

0 200 400 600 800

Exploration upside

Hub opportunities

Potential tangible value

Additional infill targets

G&A reduction

Opex reduction

Uptime improvement

2P reserve adds

Attractive acquisition cost

Jadestone’s core capabilities

Production optimisation, reservoir management, infill drilling

Increased uptime from 72%1 to > 80%  in H1

Strong acquisition metrics: <$7 per bbl 2P reserves / <$19,000 per flowing bbl

Accelerating toward target of >20% reduction 

Reduced corporate charges and overheads 
by >50%

On track to deliver value up to 3x 
acquisition cost

Exploring technical & 
commercial potential

Additional infill well firmed up, 
moved to 2P

8 potential 
leads identified

Successfully unlocked significant value from Montara post-acquisition
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Montara performance

Operating costs reduced and production increased 

l Skua 11 and Swallow back on line

l Reduced facility operating pressure—
increase production without gas lift

l Shutdown frequency from 2 to 4 
years

l Improve reliability (from 72% to >80%) 
and field integrity 

Production optimisation

l Offshore and onshore organisation  
right sizing

l Shared logistics

l Maintenance & integrity practices

l Shutdown frequency

l Further overhead reduction

Opex initiatives

US$/bbl bbls/d

Increasing production and reducing opex1

Increasing Jadestone influence

RLWI, umbilical, 
reinjection 

compressor 

recommissioned

Jadestone involvement; year on year improvement 

Q4 18 Q1 19 Q2 19 Q3 19 Q4 19 2020 E

1 Opex/bbl excludes workovers and abnormal repairs and maintenance but includes leases for quarter to quarter comparability
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Montara 2020 opex overview

Logistics Employee & labour

Contractors Repairs & maintenance

Well workovers Insurance

Other

Opex mix

Wells

l Remediation

l Gas lift optimisation/flow assurance

l Pressure

Facilities

l Uptime/reliability

l Produced water management

l Improved tank access

l Remote WHP restart

Logistics
l Alternative airbase options

l Hub

Repairs and 
Maintenance

l Increase reliability – improve R&M 
practice

Major areas of opex focus

Actively pursuing material value add and cost reduction drivers 

Logistics represent highest spend and greatest opportunities
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Capability and innovation

Montara riserless light well intervention, Q3 2019

l Intervention into well bore without the use of a rig or 
riser/conduit to surface

— First time in Australia with digital wireline technology

l Business case driven by

— Faster set-up time on location

— Shorter travel time between wells

— No riser run to surface

l Outcomes

— Reinstated gas lift to Skua 11 and Swift 2

— Accessed reserves perforating 3 upper sands in 
Swallow

l ~US$25mm cost reduction compared to use of a rig

Opex/Capex discipline through innovation, agility and capability 

OverviewRLWI illustration
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Montara umbilical cable replacement

Immediately addressed, successfully resolved, field life integrity restored

Rapid resolution of previous operator’s number 1 critical business risk
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Maari project overview

l Taranaki Basin, shallow water

l Owned FPSO

— 50,000 bbls/d processing 
capacity + 590,000 bbls storage

l Self-elevated well head platform

— Integrated workover unit

l Wells subject to artificial lift via ESPs

l Infill drilling possible off WHP 

l Potential for significant synergies

— Stag ESPs

— Montara FPSO sister vessel

Significant cost and production upside with lower cost infill drilling opportunities

Mid life asset with significant upside

OverviewIllustration of facilities
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Maari—incremental opex reduction opportunities

Jadestone’s experience and operating synergies delivers value  

Opportunities identified to date during due diligence and transition 

l Operator 

l Cost efficient culture

l Second phase operational and 
technical capabilities

l Reservoir management and 
optimisation

l Reduce/remove overhead

l Functional/regional support

l Transition experience

l Analogues

— Stag ESP strategies

l Abex efficiencies

Operating philosophyFirst phase opex reduction targets
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l Extensive proven 
experience, including 
Stag & Montara

l Early deployment of 
technical and 
operational secondees

l Resolution of 
business critical 
issues, e.g.

— Restoration of 
Class to Montara
FPSO

— Umbilical 
replacement

— Resolution of 
enforcement 
notices

l Maari 2020: 
experienced team with 
NZ + asset knowledge

Proven transition capabilities

Current focus on maximising success of Maari transition

Track record in successfully transitioning operated producing offshore assets

CommentsIllustrative dashboard of transition workstreams (source: Montara)
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Agenda

Overview

Henning

Hoeyland
l Subsurface—a differentiated approach

l Performance, overview and outlook

l Development—moving into execution phase on Nam Du/U Minh

l Operations—optimising the performance of our producing assetsOwen Hobbs

Ha Nguyen

Paul Blakeley

l Finance—strong cashflow resiliency through a period of substantial growthDan Young

l Summary and Q&APaul Blakeley
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Vietnam macro energy market snapshot

Strong energy demand driven by rapid economic growth

5.2% 6.7% 7.1%

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

2012 2015 2018

Vietnam Thailand Singapore Malaysia Indonesia

2,564 

3,893 

7,274 

11,239 

Vietnam Indonesia Thailand Malaysia Singapore

● High-growth, energy-hungry economy

● Increasing concerns over energy supply

— Tight reserve margin

— Protracted project delays

— Coal emissions

Source: Wood MackenzieSource: World BankSource: World Bank

Southeast Asia GDP growth (y-o-y%) 2018 GDP per capita (US$ current)

15%

52%

32%

Gas Coal Hydro Oil Renewables

2019 
Generation 

mix

64,582

0

200

400

2010 2013 2016 2019 2022 2025

+8% 

p.a.

+7% 

p.a.

Vietnam power generation (TWh)

Vietnam energy market dynamics

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Southwest Vietnam gas market

Established demand with significant upside

Ca Mau power station (1,500 MW) contributes ~7% 
of Vietnam electricity generation

Ca Mau fertiliser plant (800,000 tpa) supplies ~40% of 
domestic demand

Gas processing plant (220mmcf/d) supplies c.8% LPG 
demand, reduce the reliance on import

Phu My

Nhon 

Trach

Ca Mau

Fertiliser

Southeast

Southwest

PM3 

CAA

Block B

Hai Thach   

Moc Tinh

Chim Sao
Lan Tay 

Lan Do

Rong Doi

Sao Vang

Dai Nguyet

GPP

Nam DuU Minh

l Fragmented market, with lack of network 
connectivity

l Established demand from Ca Mau complex, 100% 
owned by Petrovietnam

— Power station and fertiliser plant requires stable 

gas supply of ~200mmcf/d

— Gas processing plant currently running at low 
capacity

— Further demand from industrial users
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Southwest Vietnam gas market (cont’d)
Urgent need for new supply

0

50

100

150

200

250

2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028

PM3 equity gas ND/UM ND Southern Channel

Pipeline capacity: 215mmcf/d

Source: Actuals from PVGas. PM3 production profile forecast from Wood Mackenzie, 50% equity gas to Vietnam applies from late 2019 

Ca Mau gas supply, mmcf/d

l PM3 underlift to Vietnam now balanced

— Equity gas insufficient supply

l Negotiation for Malaysian piped gas

l No existing infrastructure or immediate 
execution plan for LNG development

— Bac Lieu LNG dedicated to new build power

— FEED commencing this year 

— Typically 5-6 years from FID to first 
power generation

l Block B gas further to the west dedicated to 

new build power

— FID uncertain

Select comments

mmcf/d
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Vietnam domestic gas prices

Established market prices of $7—$9/mmbtu

Well-head gas pricing in Vietnam, $/mmbtu

10—12

9—10.5

3—4

7—8

~ 9

Source: Rystad Energy Report, Nov 2018 - Vietnam’s transforming gas market driven by increasing power demand, Wood Mackenzie Vietnam Gas and LNG Reports, 2018
1 Reference Henry Hub indexed contract price to Asia of 115% Henry Hub + 2.5 (liquefaction) + 2 (shipping)

l Government pushing domestic upstream projects forward to meet increasing demand

— Prioritising domestic gas over imported fuels

l Alternative fuels (imported pipe gas and LNG) underpin price upside

Select comments

CP to Asia1

Import duty

Regas + 
transportation

mmbtu
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Nam Du/U Minh project

Key milestones achieved

Approval of 
environmental

impact assessment

GSPA heads of
agreement

signed with buyer

Completed 
facilities FEED
& well designs

FDP submitted
to Regulator
for approval

Q4 2019Q3 2019Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q1 2020

FDP passed to 
Government Office 

for PM approval

LoI issued for 
FPSO long lead 

equipment

l Joint development agreement

l Gas sales & purchase agreement (GSPA)

l PM3 pipeline tie-in service agreement

l FPSO lease/operations & maintenance

l WHP & pipeline facilities EPCI 

l Drilling rig, equipment & services

Major contractsMajor commercial agreements

FDP first draft 
submitted
for review
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Vietnam Nam Du/U Minh project

Production and cashflow

Cashflow (US$mm) and production (mboe/d)

l Stable operating cashflow

— Production under a take-or-pay 
contract

— Fixed gas price, unlinked to oil

— Majority of operating cost is 

fixed

l Free cash generation from 2022

— Phase 2 capex is fully funded 
from operating cashflow

-10

0

10

20

-100

-50

0

50

100

150

200

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Capex (LHS) Operating cashflow (LHS)

Free cashflow (LHS) Production (RHS)

US$mm mboe/d

Comments

Note: Assumes sanction this quarter and first gas production in late 2021
1 Operating cashflow is Cash generated from operations before Changes in working capital, as disclosed in the Group Consolidated Financial Statements
2 Free cashflow is the net increase in cash and cash equivalents

1

2
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Project team for Nam Du/U Minh

Deep experience of successful Vietnam project delivery

Jadestone 
corporate 
support

Subsurface

Commercial

Operations

Projects

HSE

Finance

HR

Legal

General 
manager

12 years
in Vietnam

Development 
manager

EPCI delivery 

(Vietnam)

FPSO delivery 

(Singapore)

17 years
in Vietnam

Contracts
manager

Contract 

coordinators

Project controls

11 years
in Vietnam

Drilling
manager

Well engineers

Offshore 

supervisors

16 years
in Vietnam

Supply chain 
manager

Procurement 

specialists

Logistics team

11 years
in Vietnam

HSE
manager

Specialist 

advisors

Site safety 

representatives

Vietnamese
National

Production
manager

Operations

engineers

Offshore 

supervisors

Hiring
Q2 2020

l Extensive experience and successful track record of delivering offshore Vietnamese field developments

l Project personnel based at facilities EPC contractor yard (Vietnam), FPSO conversion yard (Singapore), and offshore 
during transportation & installation/drilling operations, to ensure appropriate levels of oversight

l Support provided by Jadestone regional specialists (Malaysia/Singapore) and operational teams (Australia/NZ) 
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Nam Du/U Minh project

Keeping the costs under control

Fixed

Variable

Contingency

Fixed

Variable

l Majority of project execution and operating costs are fixed, and US$ contracted

l FPSO fixed price (contractor bears risks related to execution costs)

— Bareboat day rate/operations & maintenance lease contract arrangement

l EPCI variable costs predominantly due to procurement of materials and equipment (steel, line-pipe, etc.)

— Appropriate levels of contingency included, based on independent third party analysis

Project cost structure and intense cost control affirm low risk of capex overrun

Facilities EPCI capex + FPSO capex Opex
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Nam Du/U Minh project

On track for first gas in 2021

l Vietnamese contractors have 20-
year + track record

l Work underway on facilities EPC

l Letters of intent issued for FPSO 
long lead items

l Tendering in progress for facilities 
transportation & installation, drill 
rig, and drilling long lead items

PTSC Yard, Vung Tau, Vietnam

Comments

Project execution plan

2020 2021

Activity Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

FID

WHP & pipeline facilities EPC

Engineering & procurement

WHP & facilities fabrication & load out

Pipeline coating & load out

T&I, HUC, start up, & first gas

FPSO

Engineering & procurement

Conversion, life extension, & topsides

Commissioning, sail to site, installation

Drilling

Contracting & procurement

Operations planning & preparations

Nam Du development drilling (2 wells)
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Agenda

Overview

Henning

Hoeyland
l Subsurface—a differentiated approach

l Performance, overview and outlook

l Development—moving into execution phase on Nam Du/U Minh

l Operations—optimising the performance of our producing assetsOwen Hobbs

Ha Nguyen

Paul Blakeley

l Finance—strong cashflow resiliency through a period of substantial growthDan Young

l Summary and Q&APaul Blakeley
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FY2019 tax Operating cashflow FCFE

Group base case cash generation
Base case at US$60/bbl, 2P/2C volumes

Substantial Group cash generation notwithstanding Nam Du/U Minh development spend (US$mm)

~60% of Nam Du capital funded from the enlarged RBL
Dramatic step up in FCFE from 2022/following Nam Du first gas

1 Australian calendar year 2019 corporate tax paid in 2020.  Australian calendar year 2020 corporate tax instalments commence in 2020
2 Operating cashflow is Cash generated from operations before Changes in working capital, as disclosed in the Group Consolidated Financial Statements
3 Gross free cashflow to equity (before any dividend payments), which is the increase in cash and cash equivalents

US$mm

Generates 2019 
closing cash of 

~US$100mm

2019 
Australian 

corporate tax1

32
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Australia New Zealand Vietnam Actual

Discretionary and profitable capital spend

2020 capex guidance and medium term outlook

2020 and 2021 development spend takes the business to 30,000 boe/d

Capex outlook1, US$mm

US$mm

1 2019A is “major spend” as it included large abnormal opex, including ~US$22mm of interventions treated as opex

“Major Spend” 
(inclusive of RLWI).
Includes ~US$22mm 

of interventions 
treated as opex
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Lookback on capital spent

Case studies for Montara and Stag infill 49H at US$60/bbl Brent

Purchase of 100% operated interest in Montara, US$mm

~70% unlevered 

IRR
(2P profile)

Payback in Q4 

2019/less than 2 

years

34%
unlevered IRR

(2P profile)

~2.5 year 

payback 

Stag 49H infill well—first infill since 2013, US$mm

1 Free cashflow is the net increase in cash and cash equivalents

1

1
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Stag (2019)

Montara (2019)Maari (2019)

Stag (2022)

Montara (2022)

ND/UM (2022)

Maari (2022)

0

40

0 20

US$/boe

mboe/d

0

30

2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E

Opex—relentless, but safe, focus on costs

2020 guidance and medium term outlook

Significant further cost reduction opportunities exist

Group and asset opex/boe1

US$/boe

1 Excludes workovers to ensure comparability quarter-to-quarter, includes leasing costs

2019 
guidance 

range
2020 

guidance 
range
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Oil price realisations continue to strengthen

Montara and Stag oil price premia

Premium to Dated Brent, US$/bbl

l Referenced to Tapis and Dated Brent

— Tapis at a ~US$4-6/bbl 
premium to Brent

l API ~39⁰, and sulphur 0.07%

Comments

l Referenced to Dated Brent

l Sharp IMO2020 related jump

— Increased demand for heavy 
sweet crudes

l API ~19⁰, and sulphur 0.14%
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l Referenced to Dated Brent

l API ~38⁰, and sulphur 0.06%
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Avg last three liftings:
US$7.10/bbl

Avg last three liftings:
US$13.80/bbl
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Outlook for estimated decommissioning costs

Jadestone’s ARO provision is currently being revised downwards

Analogue: UKNS decomm. total costs Reducing Jadestone ARO provision

Stag facilities

Stag wells

ARO at 
Sep 30, 2019:
US$291mm

Comments

l Conservative assumptions

l Industry continues to see cost 
reductions

— UKNS on target for 35% drop 
over 5 years

l Ongoing Jadestone work to 
reduce abex estimates, e.g.

— Utilising hydraulic w/over unit 
at Stag (and Maari)

— Goal to reduce platform well 

abex by 50%

— Sail-away floaters

l Current 2P economic cut-off

— Montara: 2032

— Stag: 2035

l Negligible interim abex

Significant reduction expected in the booked ARO provision

0

30

60

2017 Changes in
survey
totals

Class
change &

probablistic
impact

2019

17% drop in total 
decomm costs for 

UK North Sea in 

two years

£bn

Montara facilities

Montara wells

ARO 
target
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RBL—enlarged, amended and extended

Group net debt/EBITDAX outlook3,4

Original RBL New facility

Banks 2 61

Initial sizing US$120mm US$200mm

Facility Term loan Reducing revolver

Tenor2 March 2021 December 2025

Accordion N/A US$100mm

PCG Throughout
Ceases when ND/UM 

developed

The RBL is being enlarged and amended/extended

Overview

Minimal leverage even at its peak upon Nam Du first gas

1 ANZ, BMO, BNP Paribas, DBS, Natixis, and Société Générale 
2 Or upon reaching 25% reserve tail, if earlier  
3 Net Debt and EBITDAX are non-GAAP measures which do not have a standardised meaning prescribed by IFRS. See disclaimers on slide 3
4 Source: management estimates

-1.0x

-0.5x

0.0x

0.5x

1.0x

Jun 19 Mar 20 Nov 20 Aug 21 Apr 22 Dec 22

US$50/bbl

US$60/bbl

US$70/bbl

Net debt/
EBITDAX
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Capped swap—strong downside oil price protection
Bias toward further downside price protection at least through to ND first gas

Existing capped swap summary

l Swaps cover approximately 50% of 
Montara production for first 9 months of 
2020

l US$68.45/bbl average swap price

l Last Montara lifting at a US$7.60/bbl

premium to Brent

— Implies total average realisation of 
~US$76/bbl on swapped barrels

l Balance Sheet funding significant 
development in 2020/2021

— Will look at securing further downside 
oil price protection

l Focus over ~15 month period to Nam Du 
first gas in Q4 2021

Montara swapped barrels in the 9 months to Sep 2020 will sell for around US$76/bbl
Further hedging likely to ND first gas
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Swap volume (LHS) Call  volume (LHS) Swap strike (RHS) Call  strike (RHS)

Vol, bbls

Volume weighted swap price of US$68.45/bbl

Dated Brent
US$/bbl

Comments
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Dividend guidance for 2020 maintained
Maiden target of US$7.5—12.5mm announced September 2019

September 2019 announcement Policy context

“…. The Company is targeting a 2020 maiden full year 

dividend in the range of US$7.5—12.5 million. This 
equates to a dividend yield of approximately 2.4% to 4.0%, 
based on the AIM closing price on September 25, 
2019. The Company anticipates splitting its dividend 
between an interim dividend and a final dividend in the 
proportion one third, two thirds respectively. The 
Company intends to maintain and grow the dividend over 
time, in line with underlying cash flow generation.….”

l Strong organic cash generation 
from operations

l Prioritise organic reinvestment

l Maintain conservative capital 
structure

l Retain inorganic growth 
optionality

l Grow dividend over time

Cashflow resiliency supports dividend commitment, 
despite 2020/2021 capital budget 
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2020 guidance

Versus 2019 guidance, 2019 actual and 2018 actual

2018 actual1 2019 guidance 2019 actual 2020 guidance

Production,
bbls/d

4,057
boe/d

13,500—14,500
bbls/d

13,531
bbls/d

13,500—15,500
bbls/d

Capex2,
US$mm

US$10mm US$66—81mm2 US$78mm2 US$160—190
mm

Opex,
US$/bbl

US$28.72/
boe

US$21.00—24.00/
bbl

US$22.90/
bbl

US$20.50—23.50/
bbl

Shareholder 
distributions,
US$mm

— — —
US$7.5—12.5

mm

1 Includes 2018 production includes Montara production from September 28, 2018 (transaction closing) averaged over the 96 days to year end
2 Guidance for capex for 2019 was characterised as “major spend” as it included large abnormal opex, including work associated with a large portion of riserless light well intervention programme
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Group work programme

Medium term outlook of activity across the Jadestone portfolio

Asset Activity 2020 2021 2022+

O
p

e
ra

ti
o

n
s

Montara
Production optimisation & opex
reductions

Stag
Production optimisation & opex
reductions

Maari
Complete transition/operatorship, 
embed Jadestone operating culture

P
ro

d
u

ct
io

n

Montara Low pressure test

Montara Infill drilling campaign

Stag Infill drilling campaign

D
e

v
e

lo
p

m
e

n
t

Nam Du & U Minh
Final Vietnam Government 
approvals/FID

Nam Du Project execution phase

U Minh Project execution phase

E
x

p
lo

ra
ti

o
n

 &
 

A
p

p
ra

is
a

l Montara 3D seismic multi-client acquisition

Montara/Stag/
ND&UM

Near field E&A evaluation, thereafter 
drilling

ND first gas 
Q4 2021
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Agenda

Overview

Henning

Hoeyland
l Subsurface—a differentiated approach

l Performance, overview and outlook

l Development—moving into execution phase on Nam Du/U Minh

l Operations—optimising the performance of our producing assetsOwen Hobbs

Ha Nguyen

Paul Blakeley

l Finance—strong cashflow resiliency through a period of substantial growthDan Young

l Summary and Q&APaul Blakeley
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Jadestone Energy—value and growth
Building the foundations of a 30,000 boe/d business by 2022

Project execution of 
Nam Du/U Minh

Operator transfer of 
Maari tuck-in

Improve uptime 
performance

Potential for further 
inorganic growth

Define further 
organic upside

Drill Montara H6
and Stag 50H

Further opex
reductions

Maiden dividend

Major areas of 
management 

focus in 2020
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